This course covers an introduction to TIBCO Data Virtualization software and various tools like Manager, Discovery, and Business Directory along with the hands on labs. It also covers the resources publishing process, REST and SOAP data sources, transformations like XSLT and XQuery, and advanced topics like SQL scripts, parameterized queries, packaged queries, triggers, security features, query engine, caching, connectors, streaming adapter, and troubleshooting.

Learning Objectives

• Introduce TIBCO Data Virtualization software and tools like Manager, Discovery, and Business Directory
• Explain the process for publishing resources and SOAP and REST data sources
• Explain XML and XQuery transformations
• Explore basic and advanced SQL scripts
• Use parameterized, packaged queries and triggers
• Explore various security features like row- and column-based security
• Summarize the query engine and performance tuning
• State basic and incremental caching
• Discuss Connectors
• Explore TIBCO Streaming adapter and troubleshooting features

Course Prerequisites

• TIBCO Data Virtualization — Foundation

Course Audience

• Developer
• Architects

Course Design

• Lecture: 50%
• Lab: 50%

Course Length

• 4 days

Delivery Options

ILT
eLearning

Course Complexity
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